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Testing the waters: New South Wales
Supreme Court considers the prevention
principle
Wilful breaches of contract – Do exclusive
clauses and liability caps still work?
Laying the foundation: Tips on how to
mediate high-profile construction disputes

From the Editor
John Green

Welcome to the 44th issue of BuildLaw® in which we draw on the experience and expertise of
leading experts in the field to bring you commentary, articles and reviews on topical matters
relating to construction law.
In this issue, Hannah Aziz looks at the New South Wales Supreme Court’s expansive approach
to the prevention principle in MP Water Pty Ltd v Veolia Water Australia Pty Ltd, Melissa Perkin
considers exclusion clauses and liability caps in the context of wilful breaches of contract, and
Belinda Green reminds us why you can’t assume a collateral warranty is enforceable as a
construction contract.
In Case in Brief, Jo O’Dea looks at a recent Court of Appeal Case, Cancian v Carters [2021]
NZCA 397, which considered the issue of personal guarantees. Mr Cancian had given a personal
guarantee to Carters for payment of construction supplies to his company. Mr Cancian claimed
that he thought the guarantee amount was limited even though BVH ran up a supply bill far in
excess of the guarantee. This case is a good reminder to closely scrutinise the terms and conditions
of any guarantee.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank all our contributors. We are most grateful for the support
we receive from dispute resolution professionals, law firms, and publishers, locally and overseas,
that allows us to share with you papers and articles of a world-class standard, and to bring you a
broad perspective on the law and evolving trends in the delivery and practice of domestic and
international dispute resolution and construction law.
Contributions of articles, papers and commentary for future issues of Buildlaw® are always
welcome. I do hope you find this issue interesting and useful. Please feel free to distribute
BuildLaw® to your friends and colleagues – they are most welcome to contact us if they wish to
receive our publications directly.
Warmest regards

Editor and Director Building Disputes Tribunal
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BuildLaw in Brief
The construction industry
combatting climate change

Between 2008 and 2019, an average of 54 people
a year died from injuries involving plant due to
outdated, complex and incomplete health and
safety requirements. The plan intends to introduce
layered controls targeting high-risk plant items,
and increased obligations on manufacturing
suppliers and designers.

New Zealand joins environmentalist nations
with our first Emission Reduction Plan (ERP), due
to be published in May 2022. The ERP includes
specific strategies and policies for five industries,
one of which is building and construction. The
building and construction industry will rely on
MBIE’s Building for Climate Change Framework.
This Framework encourages the design and
construction of durable, energy-efficient buildings
made of low-carbon recyclable materials. It
does this by introducing caps on embodied
carbon into the building consent process. It also
sets mandatory caps on operation emissions.
New builds must apply the framework, and this
will extend to refurbishments and retrofits over
time. The main goal is to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and improve energy efficiency in
buildings and construction.

A preview of the changes includes the imposition
of mandatory processes for guarding plant and
safer alterations measures to avoid mobile plant
collisions. Plant developers, including designers,
suppliers, importers, and manufacturers, will be
required to provide safer plant. This is intended to
reduce harm to workers. Additionally, businesses
requesting or ordering new designs for plant will
be required to include reasonably foreseeable
risks and hazards in the structure of the plant.
Prevention policies with penalties for infringement
will be the key driver in implementing the new
health and safety reforms.

A class action update

Victoria Government extends
cladding claim time frame

The New Zealand class action litigation involving
James Hardie and its Harditex cladding product
is a good start for a discussion on the Law
Commission’s review of class action claims. The
Law Commission review examines the lack of a
detailed framework for the procedural aspect of
a class action. Currently, High Court Rule (HCR)
4.24 sets out the framework for a class action,
stating that if it is from other jurisdictions, it is
a representative action. The preliminary view
from the Commission was that class actions and
litigation funding improves access to justice and
are, in principle, beneficial, and that a legislative
regime is desirable.

Changes to the Building Act 1993 allow Victoria’s
building owners 15 years to take legal action
for cladding claims. This extension ensures
customer protection for unsafe building products
and acknowledges the complexity of claddingrelated claims. This is especially relevant in
the climate of the Covid-19 pandemic. This
extraordinary legislation separates cladding claims
without sound justification. The extension may lead
to increased uncertainty and burden for builders
and building professionals.  

Increased regulations of plant
and structure

In the interim, the courts have discussed how
to regulate class action litigation. They have
expressed concerns on whether the benefit
of a class action and litigation funding may
outweigh any negative impact. The recent
unsuccessful class action against James Hardie
is a good example of the issue of funders’ lack
of access to litigation funding. The conclusion
in the James Hardie case was that, at the
eleventh hour, Harbour Litigation Funding was

2022 will be the year! A draft plant and structure
plan will be released by the New Zealand
Government early next year to address the
considerable number of workplace injuries and
fatalities in plant (machines, vehicles, equipment)
and structures (scaffolding and excavations).

www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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reluctant to continue funding the case, leaving
the homeowners without any way to pay for
the litigation. As part of the settlement, Harbour
Litigation Funding agreed to pay James Hardie
$1.25 million. The homeowners did not receive
any compensation. This highlights an issue the
Law Commission identified with class actions
and litigation funding. Expensive litigation costs
make class action funding a key issue until a
clear regulatory framework on class action claims
is established in New Zealand. The aim of any
solution must be to ensure adequate checks and
balances on the process.

outlook due to Covid-19 and other variants that
may weaken and impede the financial markets
and construction industry. Near-term effects
include the continued bottlenecks in the supply
chain, with a significant cost increase for core
construction materials and the inflationary effects
of the same. Noted long-term effects include
high debt levels (eg, Japan, which is at 236% of
GDP) and tightening funding infrastructure. It is
noted however that the stringent and complex
policies imposed on the construction industry to
decarbonise supply chains to meet the Net Zero
target will be the construction sector’s biggest
challenge over the next decade.

Get ahead of legislation changes
The United Kingdombui is expecting legislative
amendments and the introduction of policies
in the building and construction industry. The
Health and Safety Executive has published a set
of principles for high-rise residential buildings to
prepare the industry for safety case requirements.
A safety case will be required for occupied
high-rise residential buildings that are over 18
metres in height or with at least seven storeys. The
principles discuss risk and harmful mechanisms
with effective measures to prevent and mitigate
risk. It is anticipated that these principles will
encourage domestic businesses and organisations
to critically assess their buildings and structures.
Early consideration of existing control measures,
specifications and seeking insight about policies in
the new legislation will assist the industry with the
seamless adoption of any amendments.

Construction forecast – next
decade
It is forecast that in the next decade, growth in
the construction industry will be 35 per cent. ‘The
Construction Global Forecast to 2030’ by Oxford
Economic highlights the mitigation efforts made
by the construction industry to rebound through
fiscal stimulus to drive activity into 2022. Residential
construction is the largest driver of global
construction, accounting for 44 per cent of global
construction in 2020. Nobuildlawn-residential
markets such as commercial spaces and offices
are incrementally recovering from the effects of
the Covid-19 pandemic. Over the next decade
both residential and commercial construction
will be working on minimising the issues relating
to natural resources, diversification, and the
pandemic.
The principal analysis of the next decade includes
the near-term and long-term risks to the economic
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Testing the waters: New
South Wales Supreme
Court considers the
prevention principle
By Hannah Aziz

Court provides further confirmation that the
prevention principle can be excluded by the
terms of a contract
Introduction
Following our recent commentary comparing the operation of the
prevention principle in New South Wales and Victoria (https://www.
buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz/buildlawissue42/), the Supreme Court
of New South Wales has in MP Water Pty Ltd v Veolia Water Australia
Pty Ltd1 continued the line of authority that the application of the
prevention principle can be excluded by the terms of a contract.

The facts
In November 2017 MP Water Pty Ltd (MP) entered into a Design
and Construct Contract (the Contract) and a Services Provider
Agreement (SPA) with Veolia Water Australia Pty Ltd (Veolia) for the
operation and maintenance of a water treatment facility in Lithgow,
New South Wales (the Facility).
In accordance with the SPA, Veolia was required to treat water
delivered from two underground coal mines at the Facility. Veolia
was also required to meet certain flow and capacity obligations
as part of operating the water treatment system, including the
continuous and uninterrupted acceptance of the water from
the coal mines at an agreed rate, with capacity for occasional
acceptance of the water at a higher rate (the Guarantees). If the
Guarantees were not met, they could be deemed a major service
failure. Any major service failure would entitle MP to issue default
notices.
Deficiencies were identified in an existing storage pond, and MP
undertook to rectify the deficiencies. Veolia advised that it could not
meet the Guarantees without the storage ponds operating at their
promised capacity. On 7 May 2021 the Facility failed to process and
accept water from the mines for 48 hours.
1 (No 3) [2021] NSWSC 1023.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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MP issued a default notice on 11 May 2021 in relation to that failure
on the basis that it constituted a major service failure under the
Contract. MP issued a direction requiring Veolia to remedy the
alleged default by 12 pm on 12 May 2021. MP also issued a stepin notice. Veolia rejected the step-in notice as unlawful. Veolia
argued that it was unable to provide the services because MP had
failed to rectify the deficiencies in the storage pond. On this basis,
Veolia argued that the prevention principle was enlivened and thus
precluded MP from relying on the default notice.

The decision
Justice Williams held that the prevention principle has two elements:
•
•

wrongful conduct (assessed by reference to the terms of the
contract); and
the consequences of wrongful conduct.

She also held that the operation of the prevention principle may
be modified or excluded by contract. Justice Williams held that
this was just such a situation as the SPA excluded the operation of
the prevention principle. As the contract required only the mere
existence of a relevant service failure for a default notice to be
issued, the rationale behind why the service was not provided was
immaterial.

Conclusion
This decision provides further confirmation of New South Wales’
expansive approach in considering the operation of the prevention
principle, particularly when compared to that of its neighbour,
Victoria. This case serves as an important reminder to parties when
considering the drafting of contracts. The prevention principle can
be excluded by virtue of clear, well-drafted contractual terms.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hannah is a commercial litigation solicitor
by background and qualified in England
and Wales. Hannah has experience
advising clients across various sectors
including energy, banking and retail and
she also has experience in regulatory
matters and IP litigation. Prior to moving
to New Zealand, Hannah worked in
house for a European insurer. She now
works as a Knowledge Manager in
NZDRC’s Knowledge Management Team,
which provides technical support to the
Building Disputes Tribunal.
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Adjudication
enforcement by
companies in
liquidation: Court
of Appeal raises
fundamental
objections

well be required to pay more into the liquidation
than it would receive in return despite the fact
that its claims against the company exceed the
company’s claims against it. Insolvency set-off
takes place automatically upon liquidation and
overrides all other set-offs or contract terms to the
contrary. Parties cannot contract out of insolvency
set-off or waive its operation.
The interaction between the Insolvency Rules and
construction adjudication was considered recently
by the Technology and Construction Court, the
Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court in Bresco
v Lonsdale (see our Law-Nows on these decisions
here, here and here). In summary, the TCC initially
held that mandatory set-off under the Insolvency
Rules deprived an adjudicator of jurisdiction to
determine disputes under a construction contract
involving the company in liquidation. That was
because the rights under the construction
contract were said to be replaced by the set-off
mechanism under the Insolvency Rules.

By Liz Game, Aidan Steensma, Adrian Bell and Matthew
Taylor

The Court of Appeal overruled this finding,
considering that adjudications could still be
validly commenced by companies in liquidation,
but held there to be a basic incompatibility
between adjudication and the Insolvency Rules.
This was reflected in previous cases which had
held that the court will not, save in exceptional
circumstances, enforce adjudication decisions
in favour of companies in liquidation where the
responding party has a cross-claim. To do so
would force the responding party to pay the
amount of the adjudication decision, while being
left to prove in the liquidation for its cross-claim
and receive only a partial recovery together with
other unsecured creditors. In such circumstances
the responding party would be deprived of the
benefit it was intended to have through the setoff under the Insolvency Rules. Accordingly, the
Court of Appeal found that, save for exceptional
circumstances, an adjudication by a company in
liquidation would be liable to be stopped by the
court as an exercise in futility where the other party
has a cross-claim (i.e. because any adjudication
decision would not be enforceable).

A recent Court of Appeal decision has criticised
obiter comments made by the Supreme Court in
Bresco v Lonsdale to the effect that adjudication
decisions in favour of companies in liquidation
could in certain circumstances, and with
appropriate safeguards, be enforced by way
of summary judgment. The Court of Appeal has
indicated that such an approach would be at
odds with the mandatory right of set-off arising
under the Insolvency Rules. The Court of Appeal’s
comments in this respect are themselves obiter
and will give rise to uncertainty in this area of the
law.

Bresco v Lonsdale: a recap
Under the Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules
2016 (the Insolvency Rules), a mandatory setoff takes effect upon a company’s entry into
liquidation. The set-off applies where there have
been mutual dealings between the company and
a creditor. The effect of the rule is to net-off those
dealings so that only the balance is provable in
the liquidation.

The Supreme Court subsequently reversed the
Court of Appeal’s decision, finding that difficulties
in enforcing an adjudication decision should
not prevent a company in liquidation from
pursuing adjudication as a dispute resolution
procedure in its own right. As the Court noted,
“adjudication has, as was always intended,
become a mainstream method of ADR, leading
to the speedy, cost effective and final resolution
of most of the many disputes that are referred
to adjudication. Dispute resolution is therefore

The rule is an exception to the pari passu principle
(i.e. equal treatment) as the set-off provides the
creditor with a full recovery of part of its claim.
Without the rule, the creditor would be obliged
to make full payment of any amounts owed to
the company, whilst only being able prove in
the liquidation for its own claims. If the dividend
from the liquidation is small, the creditor could

www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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an end in its own right, even where summary
enforcement may be inappropriate or for some
reason unavailable.”
The Supreme Court also gave obiter guidance as
to the approach to be taken to the enforcement
of adjudication decisions in such circumstances.
The Court noted it will “not be in every case that
summary enforcement will be inappropriate”. In
particular, if the adjudicator has been able to
decide on all claims and cross-claims between
the parties such that a determination can be
given of the net balance, there was “no reason
arising merely from the existence of cross-claims
why it should not be summarily enforced”. Any
concerns as to the fairness of such an approach
could be dealt with at the enforcement stage
through appropriate security arrangements,
such as an undertaking from the liquidator
to ring-fence the enforcement proceeds. In
this regard, the Supreme Court appeared to
approve of a TCC decision reached after the
Court of Appeal’s decision (Meadowside v Hill
Street Management) where enforcement was,
in principle, allowed subject to the giving of
security for the amount of the decision to be
enforced and also for the other party’s costs
(see our Law-Now on this decision here).
A recent Court of Appeal decision now appears
to depart from the Supreme Court’s obiter
comments as to enforcement and has thrown
doubt on whether adjudication decisions in
favour of companies in liquidation can be
enforced even with appropriate security
arrangements.

John Doyle Construction
Limited (In Liquidation) v Erith
Contractors Limited
BAM Nuttall Ltd was engaged by the Olympic
Development Authority to carry out, amongst
other things, certain construction works at the
Olympic Park. BAM required a trade contractor
to perform hard landscaping works and Erith
Contractors Limited (Erith) was pre-qualified to
tender, which it did but in agreement with John
Doyle Construction Limited (JDC) that the works
would be substantially performed by JDC. The
contract between Erith and JDC was an NEC3
form and was entered into in July 2010.
JDC entered into administration in June 2012
just before completion of the works and
subsequently entered a creditors voluntary
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The Court of Appeal

liquidation in June 2013. Erith was obliged to
complete the sub-contract works itself under its
contract with BAM.

HJ/JDC appealed the TCC’s decision as to the
adequacy of the security offered. The Court of
Appeal rejected the appeal on this point, for
similar reasons to the TCC, but went on to make
obiter comments as to the circumstances in which
it would be appropriate to grant enforcement of
an adjudication decision in favour of a company
in liquidation. In doing so, the Court of Appeal
appears to have expressed its disagreement with
the obiter comments made by the Supreme Court
in Bresco.

A dispute arose as to JDC’s final account. The
liquidator assigned JDC’s claim to Henderson &
Jones (HJ), litigation funders, for an immediate
payment of £6,500, giving HJ the right to pursue
the claim on JDC’s behalf and retain 55% of the
net recovery.
HJ commenced an adjudication (on JDC’s
behalf) in January 2018, claiming from Erith
approximately £4 million, which was claimed to
be due on JDC’s final account. The adjudicator
awarded JDC approximately £1.2 million,
including VAT and interest, and HJ/JDC then
claimed for enforcement of the adjudicator’s
decision by way of summary judgment. Erith
opposed enforcement on a number of grounds.

In the Court of Appeal’s view, even where an
adjudicator has dealt with all claims and crossclaims and appropriate security has been offered,
it would not usually be appropriate to grant
summary judgment. This is because it would still
prejudice the ability of the creditor to challenge
the adjudication decision and take advantage
of the security granted by Insolvency Set-Off.
The Court noted that an adjudicator’s decision
is provisionally binding in nature and does not
finally determine the “net balance” between the
parties even if the adjudicator has considered
all relevant claims and crossclaims. The Court
therefore highlighted the same incompatibility
between the Insolvency Rules and statutory
adjudication which it had relied on in Bresco, but
instead of preventing adjudication altogether
this was now said to prelude the enforcement of
an adjudication, save where the adjudication
decision is not or cannot be challenged, and/or
any cross-claims can be disposed of by summary
judgment in the usual way.

The TCC at first instance followed the approach
adopted in Meadowside and supported by the
Supreme Court’s obiter comments in Bresco.
Summarising this position, the court set out
three requirements for the enforcement of an
adjudication decision in favour of a company in
liquidation:
• The decision would need to have resolved (or
haven taken into account) all of the various
elements of the overall financial dispute
between the parties to the construction
contract;
• Mutual dealings on other contracts, or other
defences, if they had not been taken into
account by the adjudicator, would need to
be taken into account by the court on the
summary judgment application; and
• There would be no “real risk” that summary
enforcement of the adjudicator’s decision
would deprive the paying party of security for
any cross-claim.

The Court disagreed with HJ/JDC that the
interests of enforcing adjudication decisions and
safeguarding Erith’s entitlement to Insolvency
Set-Off could be balanced through the approach
taken in Meadowside:

Here, as the dispute related to the valuation of
JDC’s final account, summary judgment was
potentially available, however, if the dispute
had been more narrowly defined, such as the
valuation of a single component part of an interim
payment, or one single head of claim, then it
would not. In the event, however, the court held
that the security offered by JDC was inadequate
and refused enforcement. There was, for example,
no undertaking from the liquidators to ring fence
the proceeds of the adjudication decision.
Accordingly, there was no assurance that JDC
would be able to repay the sum awarded by the
adjudicator if the decision was later reversed, as
well as to cover any adverse costs order.

www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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“It is not a question of security; it is a question of
the insolvent company’s cause of action being
for the net balance only. It is not a matter of
discretion because it is impossible to waive or
disapply the Insolvency Rules. As my lord, Lord
Justice Lewison put it during argument, insolvency
set-off must apply to adjudication; it is not
somehow an exception. To find otherwise would
give rise to incoherence.”

Conclusion and implications

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

This decision would appear to leave the law in this
area in a state of uncertainty. The approach taken
by the TCC in the Meadowside case appeared
to be supported by the Supreme Court’s obiter
comments in Bresco. These comments have now
been criticised by the Court of Appeal in yet still
further obiter comments. Scope for argument is
likely to remain until the point is finally determined
by the Supreme Court.
If the Court of Appeal’s comments as to
enforcement are to be applied going forward,
they may well mark the end of attempts to
enforce adjudication decisions in favour of
companies in liquidation. The Court’s judgment
makes clear that such decisions will only be
enforced in rare circumstances, such as where
the decision has become finally binding due
to a failure to serve a Notice of Dissatisfaction.
The Court’s comments may therefore also
mark a decline in the market for assignment of
construction claims from insolvent companies to
litigation funders, such as occurred in this case to
HJ.
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Wilful breaches of contract – Do
exclusion clauses and liability caps still
work?
By Melissa Perkin

Can deliberate or wilful contract breaches still
benefit from clauses that limit or exclude liability?
The English High Court recently considered this
issue in Mott Macdonald Ltd v Trant Engineering
Ltd,1 which confirmed that clauses limiting or
excluding liability for claims will be given effect
on their plain and ordinary meaning. If any
limitation or exclusion is not intended to apply to
a deliberate or wilful action, clear wording to that
effect is required.

by Trant, the contract provided (among other
matters) that The total liability of the Consultant
in aggregate for all claims shall be limited to
£500,000 (Limitation Clause). MML’s liability was
further excluded for any indirect, special, or
consequential loss.
MML performed the services, but during a dispute
over the scope of work and payment, MML
revoked database passwords that had been
provided to Trant, meaning that Trant had no
access to the design data. MML contended Trant
owed it approximately £1.6m for work carried out.

Background

Mott MacDonald Ltd (MML) and Trant Engineering Trant defended on the basis that, by not
Ltd (Trant) entered into a contract, under which
completing the design work and not providing
MML agreed to provide design services for work
the data files and detailed calculations, MML
being undertaken by Trant to upgrade facilities at
had fundamentally, deliberately and wilfully
a Falkland Islands military base.
breached the contract in order to exert improper
In respect of MML’s liability for claims against it
1 Mott Macdonald Ltd v Trant Engineering Ltd [2021] EWHC 754 (TCC).
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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commercial pressure on Trant to pay. Trant
counterclaimed for damages of £5m, the cost
of having to complete and redo much of the
design work. MML denied breach of the contract,
applying for summary judgment that the exclusion
clause applied, and limited MML’s liability
to £500,000 regardless of whether there was
deliberate or wilful breach of contract.
Trant argued that the exclusion and limitation
provisions did not operate to restrict or exclude
MML’s liability for fundamental, deliberate, or
wilful breaches (as alleged here), unless there was
clear wording to the contrary, and in this case the
relevant provisions did not specifically mention
deliberate breach.

Issue and decision
The key issue the Court was asked to determine
was whether the limitation clause applied to a
deliberate breach of contract.

parties to the level of a mere declaration of
intent. If the language of such clauses is properly
capable of only one meaning, then effect must
be given to it.
Applying these principles, the Limitation Clause
established a sufficiently clear regime to
govern MML’s liability. Whilst clear words were
required in order for parties to exclude liability
for fundamental, wilful or deliberate breach, an
exclusion or limitation regime did not have to
expressly refer to such breaches. In this case, the
clause was very broad in its terms and scope and
was to be applied, operating as an aggregate
cap for all claims, including a deliberate breach
of contract. Summary judgment was therefore
granted in favour of MML and the ultimate liability
of MML to any such claim was limited to £500,000
under the contract.

Comment
Exclusion and limitation clauses are common
features of construction and commercial
contracts, as part of the overall risk allocation.
They need to be expressed clearly and
unambiguously and carefully recorded. The text
of the contract will assume primary importance,
rather than the circumstances of the particular
claim being advanced.

The Court considered that the context in which
the agreement was to be interpreted was that
which existed at the time the contract was made
and not subsequently.
The Court found2 exclusion and limitation clauses
are to be considered in the same manner as
any other contract clauses and given their
clear intended meaning unless that meaning
is ambiguous or reduces the obligations of the

The approach taken in this recent United
Kingdom decision is likely to be similar to that

2 Following Photo Production Ltd v Securicor Transport Ltd [1980] AC 827.
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in New Zealand,3 where the Court will seek to
ascertain the meaning of contractual provisions
in accordance with the true intentions of the
parties. Courts are reluctant to interfere with
commercial contracts, including limitation clauses
between sophisticated commercial parties. Where
contracts contain a clear cap on liability, the
Courts will give effect to that.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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Melissa Perkin is an Executive Director at the
New Zealand Dispute Resolution Centre, which
includes the Building Disputes Tribunal. She
has previously worked as a barrister in general
civil, family and criminal litigation, in regulatory
work and also as the Executive Director of an
association of barristers.

3 Led by the Supreme Court decision in Vector Gas Ltd v Bay of Plenty Energy Ltd [2010] 2 NZLR 444.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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Case in Brief
Personal
guarantees: When
you think the
amount of your
personal guarantee
had a payment limit
– but it didn’t
By Jo O'Dea

In a recent Court of Appeal case, Cancian v
Carters [2021] NZCA 397, Mr Cancian had given
a personal guarantee to Carters for payment of
construction supplies to his company, BVH. Mr
Cancian claimed that he thought the guarantee
amount was limited even though BVH ran up a
supply bill far in excess of the guarantee. Not only
was Carters able to raise the “limited” guarantee
amount, they didn’t have to tell Mr Cancian they
had done this. He was ordered to pay Carters the
entire amount owed by BVH.

The facts

agreed to pay Carters any outstanding amounts
owed by BVH.
The initial credit limit granted by Carters to BVH
was $50,000. A week later, Carters increased
this limit to $800,000 but did not notify BVH or
Mr Cancian of the limit increase. By October
2017, BVH owed Carters $1,078,668.23. When
no payment was made to them by BVH or Mr
Canican, Carters issued proceedings against Mr
Cancian to enforce the guarantee.

The High Court
Mr Canican attempted to enforce the $50,000
limit of the personal guarantee by arguing:
(a) Carters’ agents told him that the guarantee
would be limited to $50,000; and
(b) the increase in the credit limit was a variation
of the original agreement, discharging his
responsibility to pay.
The High Court dismissed both these arguments.
The Judges preferred the Carters version of
events that no Carters agent had made any
representations about a “capped” guarantee
amount. On the variation point, the Judge
found that the guarantee agreement had a
clause which allowed Carters to increase the limit
unilaterally. This clause specifically allowed Carters
the right to alter the credit limit amount without
the obligation to notify Mr Cancian.

The Court of Appeal

In October 2016, Bella Vista Homes Ltd (BVH)
through its sole director, Mr Cancian, entered
into a “credit agreement application and terms
of agreement for supply” of construction goods
with Carters. The agreement contained Carters’
standard terms and conditions with an approved
credit limit of $700,000. At the same time as the
credit agreement, BVH also provided a deed of
guarantee and indemnity signed by Mr Cancian.
In this, he “unconditionally and irrevocably”

The High Court found in favour of Carters. Mr
Canican appealed this decision to the Court of
Appeal, arguing that Carter’s did not have the
right to vary the credit limit unilaterally. The Court
of Appeal discussed the relevant law surrounding
the right of a creditor to vary contract terms
when this variation will discharge the debtors’
obligations. In this case, they held that Carters’
change of the credit limit was a legitimate use
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Key takeaways

of the clause and not a variation which would
affect Mr Cancian’s liability under the guarantee.
There was no obligation on Carters to advise Mr
Cancian of the revised credit limit. The Court
went further and said that even though the
amendment to the credit limit was a variation to
the credit agreement, Carter’s had the right to
make this variation because this had also been
covered in an “anti-discharge” clause. This
separate clause specifically allowed Carters to
vary or alter the credit agreement, even if this
were to increase Mr Cancian’s liability. Overall,
“anti-discharge” clauses attempt to ensure
that even with variations to an agreement,
these variations do not “discharge” a debtor’s
obligations. It is important to note that the
Court also found that as sole director of BVH, Mr
Cancian would have known about its credit limits
and that an increase in the credit limit was within
the general purview of the guarantee. This is an
indication that the credit limits were anticipated
by BVH/Mr Cancian.

It goes without saying that any in any contract,
close attention to the terms and conditions
is important. This is especially so for parties
considering giving personal guarantees.
Construction supply companies will always seek
to cover all payment eventualities (among others)
as part of their standard terms and conditions
of supply. This case serves as a reminder that if
offering a personal guarantee, close scrutiny of
the guarantee terms and conditions is required.
This is especially relevant where one party retains
the right to alter terms without notifying the
other party. Ultimately, a sole director may find
it difficult to escape a personal guarantee on
technical grounds but notice of alterations to
an agreement may prevent disputes about their
enforcement.
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Laying the
foundations:
Tips on how to
mediate highprofile construction
disputes
By Hannah Aziz

Top tips for mediating highprofile construction disputes
Tip 1: Fail to prepare, prepare to
fail

areas it would be prepared to compromise/
not compromise on? Would a pre-mediation
conference assist to agree on strategy and the
exchange of information? Front-footing these
issues and thoroughly preparing the client helps to
manage their expectations and provides a handy
point of reference during negotiations.

Tip 2: Ensure the key decisionmakers are involved and present
It can be tempting, especially in the preparation
phase, to delegate tasks relating to the mediation
to individuals who will not be making the key,
final decisions. While this is an understandable
commercial position to adopt, it means that
those who have the negotiating power may not
be fully conversant with the specific facts of the
dispute. As part of the mediation preparation,
try to involve these key decision-makers at the
earliest opportunity. In this way, they can be fully
cognizant of the issues in dispute and operate
from a stronger negotiating position. Remember,
knowledge is power.

Tip 3: Confidentiality is key

As with any legal dispute, preparation is key. There
will likely be additional, external pressures in highprofile disputes, including publicity considerations
and government involvement. It is vital that
parties understand what the mediation process
entails and how its particular characteristics
can be utilised to reach a favourable outcome
for everyone concerned. Ask: does my client
understand the procedural aspects involved
and that multiple mediation sessions might be
needed? And: has my client considered what
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Mediation is a confidential dispute resolution
process, but this fact is of particular importance
in high-profile matters. High-profile disputes often
deal with commercially sensitive information
that the parties are rightly keen to keep under
wraps. It can be helpful for a mediator to
reassure the parties that any matters discussed
are strictly confidential. In instances where there
is government involvement or other high-profile
decision-makers are present, special consideration
will need to be given as to whether there is benefit
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in allowing these individuals to separate into a
different group to ensure discussions can remain
candid and kept behind closed doors.

Tip 4: Selecting a mediator
The choice of mediator is vast and can seem
overwhelming. In high-profile disputes where
there are significant non-legal but parallel
factors to consider, like publicity, it is worth
selecting a mediator who is not only well-versed
in the technical, legal side of the issues in
dispute but who is also adept and experienced
in dealing with matters of a high-profile nature.
This can provide comfort to the parties knowing
that the mediator is already experienced and
aware of the issues encountered in these types
of disputes. Having this level of comfort and
confidence can help empower the parties to
have candid and fruitful negotiations and make
for a successful mediation all-round.

Our approach
Both domestically through the Building Disputes
Tribunal and NZDRC, and internationally through
NZIAC, we are able to provide mediation services
that recognise and address the issues faced by
parties in high-profile disputes. Our mediators have
significant experience in this area and are adept
at dealing with such matters. For more guidance
on mediation or any other dispute resolution
process we offer, please visit our websites
at Building Disputes Tribunal (https://www.
buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz/) for commercial
and building matters, NZDRC (www.nzdrc.co.nz)
for domestic matters and NZIAC (www.nziac.com)
for international matters.

Tip 5: Mediation as a means to
preserve existing relationships
This tip applies to all mediations, but none more
so than in high-profile disputes. Mediation offers
the parties an invaluable opportunity to settle a
dispute on terms that cannot be reached in the
course of court proceedings. This commercial
flexibility should be at the fore of the parties’
minds during negotiations. Any dispute causes
significant financial loss and directs attention
away from everyday matters. Mediation can
throw a commercial lifeline in this way as it can
help to preserve relationships so that businesses
can continue to interact in the future. It is always
worth reiterating this point to the parties before
and during the process.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tip 6: Use the mediator’s
neutrality as a means of
saving face and avoiding the
perception of submission
The mediator’s unique position as a neutral
third party can be utilised as a helpful safety
net. In certain instances, the mediator can be
held “accountable” or “take the blame” for a
proposal that could, for example, imply fault
or be seen as critical of a party. This allows the
parties to save face and helps to avoid any
implication that a party is weak in the face of
what could be perceived as an embarrassing
commercial proposal.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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Construction contract or product
warranty? Not all collateral warranty
disputes can be adjudicated
By Belinda Green

Collateral warranties might be parasitic on
a construction contract, but that doesn’t
automatically mean they are. The individual
wording and circumstances need to be
considered. In some cases, like in Toppan Holdings
Limited v Simply Construction (UK) LLP [2021] EWHC
2110 (TCC), a collateral warranty is better viewed
as a product warranty, with no commitment as
to works. As a result, those warranties cannot be
enforced through adjudication.

Collateral warranty issued to
tenant

The matter proceeded to adjudication under
the UK-equivalent of New Zealand’s Construction
Contracts Act 2002. Simply resisted enforcement,
saying that the adjudicator had no jurisdiction
to decide the dispute because the collateral
warranty wasn’t a construction contract.

Is a collateral warranty a
construction contract?

Simply Construction (UK) LLP (Simply) contracted
to build a London care home in 2016 under the
JCT Design and Build 2005 contract form. The
contract required Simply to issue a collateral
warranty to the landowner and tenant of the
property on notification.

The UK and the NZ legislation have differences in
wording, but the general gist under both is that
a construction contract is a contract for carrying
out construction work.1 If a collateral warranty is a
‘construction contact’, then disputes under that
warranty can be adjudicated.

The contract was novated to landowner Toppan
Holdings Limited (Toppan) in 2017, and remedial
works were carried out in 2018–19. By 2020, the
construction and remedial works had well and
truly finished. Anticipating enforcement, Toppan
called on Simply to issue a collateral warranty
in favour of tenant Abbey Healthcare (Mill Hill)

The temptation is to say that a collateral warranty
derives from a construction contract and so the
warranty is, by its very nature, also a construction
contract. From a commercial standpoint it would
certainly make sense to allow so-called parasitic
warranties to be enforced in the same way that

1 Section 5, Construction Contracts Act 2002 (NZ).
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

Limited (Abbey). The warranty was issued in the
standard form attached to the contract (the
Abbey Warranty). In it, Simply warranted that it
had performed and would continue to perform its
obligations under the JCT contract.
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the underlying contract can be enforced. But as
always, the specifics of the contract need to be
considered.

well-known textbook, Toppan and Abbey argued
that the Abbey Warranty was a construction
contract: The Abbey Warranty was derived from
the JCT contract; it related to the carrying out of
construction works; and the fact that the works
had been completed didn’t mean the warranty
couldn’t properly be viewed as a construction
contract. After all, the Parkwood Leisure warranty
was found to be a construction contract – why
not this warranty too?

A collateral warranty might be parasitic
upon a building contract but so would
a parent company guarantee. No one
would construe a parent company
guarantee as a construction contract.

Carrying out construction work:
prospective or retroactive?

The TCC was not convinced. Yes, timing is not a
barrier. But the wording and factual background
as a whole needed to be considered. The Abbey
Warranty was signed four years after practical
completion and eight months after the remedial
works had been undertaken. No further works
were anticipated at the time it was signed. These
were clear signs that the warranty was not a
contract for the carrying out of construction works.

People often think of a construction contract as
a contract to perform future works: you sign the
contract, and then construction commences.
But that doesn’t always happen in practice.
Collateral warranties in particular are frequently
signed during construction or after construction
has been completed. Is a collateral warranty
not a ‘construction contract’ simply because
the works have already started, or have been
completed? The English courts considered this in
2013 and found that this was not the case.

Don’t forget the wording

In Parkwood Leisure, the Court confirmed that
the meaning of ‘construction contract’ in the Act
should be given a broad expression, and that the
factual background and wording of the collateral
warranty needed to be taken into account.2 This
meant that the Court could not confirm that
every collateral warranty would be a construction
contract. However, the Court could confirm that
retroactivity was not a bar to the warranty being a
construction contract.
As a result, a collateral warranty does not have to
be wholly or even partly prospective in order to be
a ‘construction contract’ for the purposes of the
Act. This, too, makes commercial sense: as much
as the lawyers might wish it to, the 'paperwork'
doesn’t always come first; and some contracts
are finalised mid-construction or even after
construction is complete.

Construction works or product
warranty?

The TCC also considered the wording of the
Abbey Warranty. In Parkwood Leisure, the
contractor warranted, acknowledged and
undertook to carry out the works. Here, Simply had
only warranted them. Although those of us who
have had to deal with standard form contracts
and the urgencies of commercial transactions
might beg to differ, the courts generally assume
that all words have been included deliberately
and with purpose. Simply had warranted the
works, but not acknowledged or undertaken.
This was further evidence that the collateral
warranty was not a contract for the carrying out
of construction works.
As an aside for those who enjoy a good linguistic
analysis: it wasn’t the tense of the verbs that the
Court relied on here. In fact, the Abbey Warranty
explicitly referred both to a past state of affairs
and future performance (saying Abbey will
continue to perform and will continue to exercise).
Rather, it was the verb choice itself that was
interpreted as conveying meaning.

Construction contract or product
warranty?

So the timing of a warranty doesn’t change the
fundamental legal nature of the contract. But
neither is timing completely irrelevant.

In light of the timing and the wording, the TCC
concluded that the Abbey Warranty was not a
construction contract. Yes, the warranty was
derived from the JCT construction contract. And

On the strength of the Parkwood Leisure case
and some accompanying commentary in a

2 Parkwood Leisure Limited v Laing O’Rourke Wales and West Limited [2013] BLR 589.
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yes, commercial sense and the law both tell us
that collateral warranties are often ‘construction
contracts’. But neither indicated that here.
The Abbey Warranty was a warranty as to the
past and future state of affairs, much more akin
to a manufacturer’s product warranty than to a
contract to carry out works. Its source in the JCT
contract did not change the Court’s view on that.
After all, a collateral warranty might be parasitic
upon a building contract but so would a parent
company guarantee. No one would construe a
parent company guarantee as a construction
contract.

Adjudication and collateral
warranties
Toppan v Simply demonstrates that you can’t
assume a collateral warranty is enforceable as a
construction contract: the wording and factual
background of the warranty must be taken into
account.
If you are seeking to enforce a collateral
warranty, consider your options carefully. If the
warranty was entered into during the course of
construction or shortly after, you may well have
a ‘construction contract’ on your hands. If so,
the timing and cost advantages of adjudication
may be of interest to you. But if the warranty was
signed well after the works finished, spending
resources in adjudication may not be in your best
interests.
If you are drafting a collateral warranty, take a
moment to consider your language choice – is
this a 'warranty' only? Consider also the timing of
the warranty – will that affect the enforcement
options available? In the UK context parties can
contract to use the adjudication process, so this
issue can be solved by an express clause. But the
solution is not so obvious in New Zealand.
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